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With the EMV liability shift fast approaching, fuel merchants are 
faced with the daunting prospect of expensive retrofits and costly 
downtime to meet the new compliance standards. With numerous 
EMV solutions on the market, many of which involve multiple 
vendors, discerning which partner to work with is challenging. The 
fast-approaching deadline of April 2021 means that merchants are 
looking for the quickest and easiest solution. Enter EMV EZ.

A cost-saving, fraud-reducing, pre-certified, plug & play, pay-at-the-pump solution that is EMV liability shift ready! TXECSS 
builds solutions that allow c-store merchants to update their existing, non-compliant, in-dispenser payment system, to the 
newest technology, for the overall lowest cost in market. 

!

Starting April 2021, 


fuel merchants will 


be liable for card 


fraud & chargebacks


Did You Know?

Chargebacks cost an 
average of $200 per 
investigation, on top of 
the funds being disputed. EMVmadeEZ is the lowest-cost solution, providing a 

60-80% reduction in overall costs than standard pump 
solutions and retrofits.

Decrease Expenses

Reduce an already complex, stressful situation by not 
having to worry about managing relationships. TXECSS 
handles the partnerships, so you don’t have to.

Single Vendor, Single Point of Contact

Integrate directly with legacy systems to eliminate downtime 
and greatly accelerate your speed to market, backed by our 
expert support and installation team for your peace of mind.

Smooth Retrofit

Never worry about chargeback and fraud liability again. 
Protect yourself and your customers with EMV security.

Forget Fraud

TXECSS Are you EMV ready?
Reduce fraud, not profit with EMVMadeEz.



at a fraction of the cost.Everything you need, 

Quickly and Easily.Upgrade 
Getting your fuel solutions EMV compliant is a simple process, upgrade in 3 easy steps:

Contact TXECSS for a free consultation with our team1.

Choose which pay-at-the-pump options are right for your site3.

Complete a Site Survey, so the solution can be tailored to your needs2.

Schedule deployment and start taking EMV payments!

Cost effective equipment

Low cost installation

Save on processing fees

Retain existing dispensers and POS

Protect Your Bottom Line

Upgrade, instead of replace pumps

Direct connection to controllers

Works with existing in-store POS

Power-Up Existing Equipment

Loyalty program upgrades

Advertising opportunities

Integration to other systems

Ready To Grow

EMV certified security

Seamless swipe, contactless, & chip

Accept credit, debit, and fleet cards

Totally Secure Payments

Shortest downtime

Complete install kits provided

Hassle-free Installation

Backed by the experiences TXECSS team

Same-day funding

Tried and true Equipment

Expert Support

sales@txecss.com

www.txecss.com

Get EMV ready today.
Contact TXECSS to get started.

TXECSS has 100+ years of combined experience in payments, fueling, compliance, and integrated systems. 
By bringing together the best in breed partners, we can offer the best rates on EMV processing, same-day 
funding, and customer support from some of the industry's largest providers. 
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